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Introduction

I

mprinted genes are a unique subset of genes that are characterized by monoallelic parent-of-origin–dependent
transcription. The imprinted expression of these genes is
critical for appropriate fetal growth and development, with
regulation based on the establishment, maintenance, and
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Imprinted genes form a special subset of the genome, exhibiting monoallelic expression in a parent-of-origin–dependent
fashion. This monoallelic expression is controlled by parentalspecific epigenetic marks, which are established in gametogenesis and early embryonic development and are persistent
in all somatic cells throughout life. We define this specific set
of cis-acting epigenetic regulatory elements as the imprintome,
a distinct and specially tasked subset of the epigenome. Imprintome elements contain DNA methylation and histone
modifications that regulate monoallelic expression by affecting promoter accessibility, chromatin structure, and chromatin
configuration. Understanding their regulation is critical because a significant proportion of human imprinted genes are
implicated in complex diseases. Significant species variation
in the repertoire of imprinted genes and their epigenetic regulation, however, will not allow model organisms solely to be
used for this crucial purpose. Ultimately, only the human will
suffice to accurately define the human imprintome.

interpretation of parentally derived epigenetic marks. The
definition of the epigenome as the totality of epigenetic
marks has been in use for more than 10 years and includes the
DNA methylation and histone modifications responsible for
regulating gene expression (Szyf and Slack 2000). The concept of the imprintome is more recent, having first appeared
in print in 2009 (Jirtle 2009) and subsequently used with
varying definitions (Cooper and Constancia 2010; Monk
2010). Our discussion of the human imprintome, its composition, and importance to human health is guided by our
initial definition. As the term was first coined, the human
imprintome is “the environmentally labile cis-acting imprint
regulatory elements in the human genome.” Because imprinting is a direct consequence of epigenetic regulation, the
imprintome should therefore be considered in terms of the
epigenome rather than the genome or transcriptome.
The importance of understanding the imprintome comes
from the recognition that the advent of imprinting represents
a significant vertical progression in mammalian evolution.
The imprintome is critical for development and growth, and
understanding of many complex human diseases is improving markedly as the involvement of imprinted genes and
imprint regulation is increasingly being established. It is important to distinguish between parent-of-origin–dependent
monoallelic gene expression resulting from the imprintome
and other genes that are monoallelically expressed but not in
a parent-of-origin–dependent manner (Tycko 2010). Random
parental monoallelic expression appears to function as a
dosage-control mechanism (Gimelbrant et al. 2007) and employs epigenetic regulatory mechanisms that differ from
those used by genomically imprinted genes (Luedi et al.
2007). Thus, the imprintome is distinguished from the remainder of the epigenome by its consistency and fidelity: it always
exhibits parent-of-origin–specific epigenetic marks with very
little spatial, temporal, or interindividual variability.
Although all epigenetic regulation that creates differential allelic expression has implications for development and
disease, this review is specifically focused on the phenomenon of genomic imprinting and the imprintome. Current
knowledge of the human imprintome will be discussed, including parental-specific imprintome establishment in the
germline, the functions of imprint markings in regulating
monoallelic expression, current methods of characterizing
the imprintome, and the key reason for imprintome study—
determinination of alteration in disease states.

Genomic Imprinting

Evolution of Parental-Speciﬁc
Gene Expression
One of the key unanswered questions about genomic imprinting is the reason that it first evolved. The conflict hypothesis of imprint evolution (Wilkins and Haig 2003)
proposes that the amount of nutrients available to the fetus
can vary because of interactions between the fetus and
mother across the placenta, a situation that does not occur in
oviparous development. This suggests that males and females can optimize their reproductive success by manipulating the placental resource—in effect, creating a competition
between mother and fetus. A strategy that favors the paternal
germline is to maximize fetal growth at the expense of the
mother as well as offspring of other males. In contrast, the
ideal maternal strategy to maximize reproductive success is
to restrict growth in order to give an equal chance of survival
to all offspring. Thus, a balance of resource utilization must
be reached between mother and offspring so that neither
benefits to the excessive detriment of the other.
According to the conflict hypothesis, imprinting accomplishes this by taking advantage of silencing methods that
had already evolved to regulate gene expression; imprinting
has adapted these methods to exploit compartmentalization
of DNA in the gametes to establish parent-of-origin epigenetic marks that regulate fetal growth and development. Thus,
paternally expressed/maternally silenced genes would tend
to be growth promoting, whereas maternally expressed/
paternally silenced genes would tend to be growth restrictive.
A consequence of the differential epigenetic marking of the
parental genomes is the potential for distinct syndromes or
diseases whose manifestation depends on the parental origin
of the genetic or epigenetic defect. As described below,
342

Species-Speciﬁc Imprintomes
Understanding the human imprintome has become a greater
necessity because of the demonstration of species-specific
differences in imprinting establishment and regulation. Evidence that mouse and human imprinted gene repertoires
show only about 30% overlap (Luedi et al. 2005, 2007)
should be taken as a caveat for modeling any human system
or complex disease that includes imprinted genes. Given the
plasticity of the epigenome and, by extension, the imprintome, it can be inferred that epigenetic divergence between
species is more rapid and extensive than genetic divergence. If epigenetic changes, specifically imprint regulatory
changes, are a driving force in mammalian evolution and
species divergence (Proudhon and Bourc’his 2010), then the
relevance of any model organism’s imprintome in understanding the human imprintome is diminished.
An even closer species comparison emphasizes this
point. The divergence of rat and mouse from a common
ancestor occurred in the same approximate time frame as
the divergence of human and macaque (approximately 20
million years ago) (Springer et al. 2003). Nevertheless, the
genetic divergence between mouse and rat is nearly double
that between human and macaque (Gibbs et al. 2004), but
mouse and rat have similar encephalization quotients (ratio
of actual brain size to expected brain size based on body
size), whereas human encephalization is at least 6 times
that of macaque (Williams 2002). Given the comparative
genetic stability between human and monkey, it has been
postulated that epigenetics provides the adaptable variability responsible for this sort of difference between species
(Keverne 2011).

Imprintome Establishment
The function of the imprintome depends on the physical
mechanisms that establish, maintain, and interpret its elements. The initial marks are established during gametogenesis, the only time in which each parent has an independent
influence on the imprintome and thus the capability to maximize effects on growth and development of their progeny.
Following the merger of parental genomes during fertilization, subsequent epigenetic imprint marks can be established, which are also maintained in somatic cells. These
somatic imprints retain parent-of-origin specificity because
they are created based on the original imprint marks established in the gametes.
Imprintome creation involves both DNA methylation
and histone modifications, with methylation being more
conducive for study for a variety of reasons. DNA methylation analysis is more straightforward and definitive than
ILAR Journal
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Control of gene expression through shifts in DNA methylation and/or histone modification is common in eukaryotes,
but parent-of-origin–specific transcriptional control has only
been seen in flowering plants (Kohler and WeinhoferMolisch 2010) and placental mammals (Killian et al. 2000).
Dose control of certain genes is critical in mammals, exemplified by the observations that marsupials and eutherians
both undergo X chromosome inactivation in females. There
is even some degree of X-linked gene inactivation in the
platypus, a nonplacental monotreme (egg-laying mammal)
(Deakin et al. 2008). Nevertheless, parent-of-origin control
of autosomal gene expression/repression appears to have occurred in concert with the origin of placentation. Imprinting
is present not only in eutherian mammals but also in marsupials, which have placentas, albeit smaller ones because of
the short intrauterine gestation. Analysis of orthologous imprinted genes in the egg-laying monotremes has thus far
failed to identify any that are subject to imprinting, supporting the theory that genomic imprinting arose with the advent
of mammalian placentation (Killian et al. 2000, 2001).

nearly reciprocal phenotypes often result from such aberrations because of opposite dosage alterations of the same
gene or genes.

identification of histone modifications, which requires indirect
detection. Also, histones cannot be as precisely localized
relative to DNA sequence and have complex combinations
of modifications that may be difficult to distinguish. Possibly the best reason for studying DNA methylation is that it
may be the most consistent marking of the imprint control
regions (ICRs1) and the genes they regulate. Imprintome
methylation established in the gametes and postfertilization
is highly stable, regardless of gene expression level, and
shows only occasional tissue-specific or intraindividual
variability (Woodfine et al. 2011).

Creation of Imprint Marks

that appear ≥3x throughout this article: 5hmC,
5-hydroxymethylcytosine; 5mC, 5-methylcytosine; AS, Angelman
syndrome; BWS, Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome; DMR, differentially
methylated region; ICR, imprint control regions; ncRNA, noncoding RNA;
NGS, next-generation sequencing; PWS, Prader-Willi syndrome; UPD,
uniparental disomy.
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Gametic Imprint Methylation
Maternally and paternally established methylation marks in
ICRs are distinct from each other. Along with the previously
mentioned 8– to 12–base pair spacing between methylated
CpG dinucleotides, paternally methylated ICRs often overlap CpG-rich promoter regions (Bourc’his and Bestor 2006).
In contrast, maternally methylated ICRs tend to be located in
intergenic regions with low CpG content (Bourc’his and
Bestor 2006) and have increased conservation of noncoding
sequences near exon–intron boundaries (Hutter et al. 2010).
The ability of algorithms to use known imprinted genes as a
training set and correctly predict maternal or paternal expression based on positions and frequencies of repeat elements (Luedi et al. 2007) also indicates sexual dimorphism
in imprint regulation. Results such as these provide a starting
point to determine the criteria by which parent-specific imprintome methylation is established.
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DNA methylation occurs at cytosines in CpG dinucleotides,
producing 5-methylcytosine (5mC1). There are three known
enzymes with DNA methyltransferase activity: DNMT1,
DNMT3A, and DNMT3B (Miranda and Jones 2007).
DNMT3A and DNMT3B catalyze de novo methylation—
newly established methylation marks during gametogenesis
and early development and aberrantly produced marks in
carcinogenesis (Ooi et al. 2009). DNMT1, with its high preference for hemimethylated substrates, primarily maintains
these methylation patterns in somatic cells during DNA replication (Bestor 2000). In mammals, 60–90% of CpG sites
are methylated (Bird 1986), but in contrast, CpG islands,
which have GC content greater than 55%, are typically hypomethylated compared with their CpG poor counterparts within
intergenic and intronic regions (Takai and Jones 2002).
The mechanisms that specifically direct and establish the
fundamental regulatory elements of the imprintome during
gametogenesis are becoming much better understood. For DNA
methylation, a heterodimer is formed between DNMT3A
and the regulatory subunit DNMT3L, with two catalytic
sites with spacing equivalent to dsDNA bases positioned one
helical turn apart, about 8 to 12 base pairs (Jia et al. 2007).
Based on this spacing, it was hypothesized that a bound
DNTM3A/DNMT3L complex could simultaneously methylate two CpG sites. Support for this theory comes from observations that the methylation complex has preferential
activity for CpG sites with 8– to 12–base pair spacing, a pattern that is present in a subset of imprinted regions but not in
a sample set of CpG islands (Jia et al. 2007). It turns out that
this specific subset of imprinted loci are methylated during
oogenesis (i.e., are maternally imprinted), and this maternal
specific methylation is disrupted by Dnmt3L mutations
(Bourc’his et al. 2001).
Although specifically spaced CpGs are a preferred target
of the de novo methylation machinery, their presence is not
sufficient for methylation. Interestingly, investigations designed

to determine sequence features defining imprinted genes and
the differentially methylated regions (DMRs1) that regulate
these genes found no strong sequence conservation. However, functionally orthologous DMRs in different species all
have tandem repeats, but because the sequence motifs are
highly divergent across species, it appears that it is not the
specific sequences that are important, only repeat presence
(Paulsen et al. 2001, 2005). Such repeats were also among
the features found significant for predicting novel imprinted
human genes, with the greatest importance attached to the
presence of endogenous retroviruses (Luedi et al. 2007).
Observations such as these, along with evolutionary
comparisons that show lack of repeat elements at the nonimprinted platypus orthologues of imprinted eutherian genes
(Renfree et al. 2009), led to the host-defense or “parasite”
theory for the origins of imprint marks (Labialle and Cavaille
2011). This hypothesis posits that methylation silencing
originated as a mechanism to block the spread of transposable elements. This is not inconsistent with the parental conflict theory, which proposes adaptation of existing silencing
mechanisms in the genesis of imprinted genes. The basis of
imprinting could result from subsequent spreading of methylation from “parasite” sequences to nearby genes if a selective advantage was conferred (Barlow 1993; Ferguson-Smith
and Surani 2001).
Another analysis comparing characteristics of known
imprinted genes to autosomal genes found significant increases in intron length and intergenic distance for imprinted
genes in the human but not in the mouse (Hutter et al. 2010).
These results are consistent with longer intergenic regions
having a proportionately greater probability of containing
regulatory motifs. Another explanation is that the increased
length is due to transposed elements and that these motifs are
carried along with the transposons. This is another example
of how epigenetic and imprintome differences may play significant roles in speciation and underscores that the results of
imprintome studies may not translate well across species.

Somatic Imprint Methylation

344

Interactions of DNA Methylation with
Histone Modiﬁcations
Another important component of the imprintome is histone
modification, a key regulator of “open” and “closed” chromatin structure and thus gene expression. Although histone
modifications include methylation, acetylation, phosphorylation, sumoylation, and ubiquitilation (Talbert and Henikoff
2010), a particular group of histone modifications with high
relevance to gene regulation has been characterized (Izzo
and Schneider 2010; Sakabe and Nobrega 2010; Shu et al.
2011). Relevant modifications include methylation and acetylation, which have been most intensively examined for their
role in controlling epigenetic programming. Importantly,
histone modifications do not normally function independently from DNA methylation.
Methylated DNA is typically associated with chromatin
that has deacetylated histones H3 and H4 (Kacem and Feil
2009) and methylated lysine or arginine, principally H3K9,
H4K20, and H2A/H4R3 (Henckel et al. 2009; Pannetier et al.
2008). This association is primarily because of the methylCpG-binding protein MeCP2, which recruits both histone
deacetylases (Jones et al. 1998; Nan et al. 1998) and histone
methyltransferase (Fuks et al. 2003) (Figure 2). This histone
modification pattern promotes closed chromatin and suppresses gene transcription. Conversely, unmethylated DMRs
have characteristic histone acetylation and H3K4 methylation,
which results in open chromatin and enhanced gene transcription. Interestingly, whereas DNA methylation has an active
role in creating closed chromatin, unmethylated DNA may
regulate open chromatin by inaction, by not recruiting histone
deacetylase and histone methyltransferase complexes.
There is also a growing body of work characterizing
5hmC and its role in active DNA demethylation. It is proposed that 5hmC is an intermediate product of demethylation, the result of oxidation by Tet3 (Iqbal et al. 2011).
5hmC is then converted back to cytosine by deamination by
AID, which is followed by thymine DNA glycosylase excision repair (Cortellino et al. 2011). This mechanism could
then keep chromatin open, again by removing the substrate
for histone deacetylase and histone methyltransferase.
ILAR Journal
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As previously discussed, methylation imprint marks are established independently by each parent during gametogenesis.
After fertilization, both genomes are demethylated, but there
are still parent-of-origin–specific effects. The paternal genome is actively demethylated (Mayer et al. 2000; Santos
et al. 2002) by a process that begins with oxidation of 5mC to
5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC1) (Wossidlo et al. 2011). In
contrast, active demethylation of the maternal genome is blocked
by the protective factor PGC7/Dppa3/Stella (Wossidlo
et al. 2011), such that demethylation is passive because of
nonrenewal of methylation after DNA replication. Methylation
of gametic imprintome marks is preserved through this process
and also by the binding of PGC7/Dppa3/Stella (Nakamura
et al. 2007). Genomic methylation is reestablished after implantation, and it is also at this time that somatic imprints are
created, dependent on the gametic marks. Like the gametic
marks, the somatic imprint marks are maintained across cell
types and throughout life, but consistency of somatic marks is
not always as rigid as those established during gametogenesis
(Woodfine et al. 2011). A possible reason for the creation of
somatic imprintome elements is to impose coordinate regulation because many imprinted genes exist in clusters. In this
way, one gametic mark regulating one transcript can lead to
the establishment of multiple somatic marks that then regulate
multiple genes over a wider genomic region.
Somatic DMRs are another area indicative of disparity
between the mouse and human imprintomes, with several
well-characterized mouse somatic marks not present in humans. In mouse, the maternally expressed genes Igf2r and
Cdkn1c have somatic DMRs and corresponding paternally
expressed noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs1)—Air and Kcnq1ot1,
respectively. Allele-specific expression of the ncRNAs is
controlled by gametic DMRs within Igf2r and Cdkn1c, and
expression of Air and Kcnq1ot1 leads to the establishment of
somatic DMRs in the promoters of the corresponding coding
genes (Du et al. 2003; Sleutels et al. 2002). Once somatic
DMRs are established, their maintenance does not require
either the gametic DMR or ncRNA transcription (Green
et al. 2007). In contrast with the mouse system, human
IGF2R does have the gametic DMR but does not normally
express an Air equivalent, correspondingly lacks the somatic
DMR in the promoter region, and is biallelically expressed,
except for sporadic monoallelic expression observed in placenta (Monk et al. 2006). Alternatively, the human ncRNA
KCNQ1OT1 has expression and function comparable with
mouse Kcnq1ot1, leading to monoalletic expression of
CDKN1C from the maternal allele. However, there is still a
species distinction because paternal KCNQ1OT1 expression
in the human does not produce somatic methlyation at the
CDKN1C promoter (Figure 1A) (Onyango et al. 2000). The
mechanisms for monoalleleic expression of these genes,
including the implications of DMR and ncRNA differences
in humans, will be discussed below along with other mechanisms of controlling monoallelic expression.

There are other human imprinted genes known to have associated somatic DMRs. Maternally methylated somatic DMRs
are present at MEST, GRB10, and DIRAS3, and paternally established somatic DMRs are associated with IGF2, MEG3, and
DLK1 (Woodfine et al. 2011). Comparisons in different tissue
types show that although methylation of the paternal DMRs is
mostly consistent, the maternal DMRs have more variable
methylation across tissue types (Woodfine et al. 2011). Although the somatic DMRs are parental allele specific, established in a gametic methylation-dependent manner, and are in
clusters including ncRNAs or antisense transcripts, little is
known about the mechanisms by which gametic imprints are
translated into somatic DNA marks (John and Lefebvre 2011).

The interactions also operate in the opposite direction, as
histone modifications and chromatin structure can control de
novo DNA methylation. H3K4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) is
found in active promoter regions and can block DNA methylation in a locus-specific manner (Ikegami et al. 2009). The
DNMT3L/DNMT3A complex that is required for de novo
CpG methylation specifically binds the amino terminus of
histone H3, but the trimethylation of H3K4 blocks binding
of the methylation complex. The requirement of appropriately modified chromatin for de novo methylation (Ooi et al.
2007; Otani et al. 2009) means that DNA methylation and
chromatin modification could be a cyclical process. This circular system could control the targeting for imprintome element establishment, with feedback maintaining both fidelity
and errors across generations.
One direct demonstration of these correlations in imprinted genes comes from a study of chromatin in sperm
and the mapping of paternal marks. Multiple imprinted
transcripts with paternal expression, such as MEST and
PEG3, and the antisense ncRNAs MESTIT1, KCNQOT1,
and GNASAS show both unmethylated DNA and high levels of H3K4me3. In contrast, paternally silenced genes are
methylated in sperm and have high levels of H3K9me3, a
mark not present at paternally expressed genes (Hammoud
et al. 2009). Finally, although maternally expressed MEG3
Volume 53, Number 3/4
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is unmethylated in sperm, it has both active and silencing
marks—H3K4me3 and H3K27me3, respectively. Subsequently, in the embryo, MEG3 loses the activating H3K4
methylation concurrent with gaining CpG methylation (da
Rocha et al. 2008; Glazov et al. 2008; Hammoud et al. 2009).
In a system specific to sperm, CTCFL (CTCF binding
protein-like, also named BORIS), a protein normally expressed in testes, binds DNA at CTCF motifs (Loukinov
et al. 2002) and targets both paternal-specific DNA methylation and histone modification by recruiting the protein arginine methyltransferase PRMT7, as well as DNMT3L,
DNMT3A, and DNMT3B (Jelinic et al. 2006). This results
in the sequence-specific establishment of DNA methylation
in conjunction with H4R3 methylation.

Imprintome Regulation of Imprinted
Gene Expression
Regulation by ncRNA
Several distinct methods of using imprintome elements to
regulate monoallelic expression exist, as reviewed by Lewis
and Reik (2006). One is the antisense RNA mechanism exemplified by mouse Igf2r (Sleutels et al. 2002) and mouse and
human CDKN1C (Mancini-Dinardo et al. 2006) (Figure 1A).
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Figure 1 Mechanisms of monoallelic gene expression controlled by parent-of-origin imprintome elements. (A) Differential germline methylation controls expression of an antisense noncoding RNA that represses neighboring genes in an imprinted cluster. Example shown:
CDKN1C/KCNQ1. Light oval, unmethylated imprint control region (ICR); dark oval, methylated ICR. (B) Differential methylation controls
expression, and transcriptional interference affects promoter usage of oppositely transcribed genes. Example shown: NNAT/BLCAP. Light
oval, unmethylated ICR; dark oval, methylated ICR; p1, efficient promoter, used in maternal monoallelic expression; p2, inefficient promoter,
used in paternal monoallelic expression. (C) Parent-of-origin–specific methylation prevents CTCF binding and cohesion-mediated chromatin
remodeling. Differently arranged chromatin loops allow or prevent promoter–enhancer interaction. Example shown: IGF2/H19/HOTS. Light
oval, unmethylated ICR; dark oval, methylated ICR; filled circles, H19 promoter methylation.

Multiple imprinted gene clusters use this mechanism of gene
control in which imprinted expression of one ncRNA controls expression of other imprinted genes through somatic
establishment of DNA methylation and repressive chromatin
structure (Koerner et al. 2009).
As previously mentioned, mouse Igf2r and human IGF2R
do not have identical ncRNA regulatory systems. No human
equivalent to Air has been observed in normal somatic cells,
and there is no AIR-dependent somatic DMR in the IGF2R
promoter, consistent with the lack of IGF2R imprinting (Vu
et al. 2006). A human AIR transcript has been detected in
some Wilms’ tumors, using the IGF2R intronic DMR as a
promoter, and this human AIR shows conservation of regulatory sequences with mouse Air (Yotova et al. 2008). Therefore, human AIR may function in sporadic IGF2R imprinting,
with only very specific spatial and temporal expression.
Another ncRNA example in human is KCNQ1OT1, which
is maternally silenced by gametic DNA methylation (Figure
1A). Expression of the paternal allele functions in cis to establish imprintome elements regulating other genes in the
KCNQ1 imprinted cluster (Mancini-Dinardo et al. 2006),
which is the largest known imprinted gene cluster. This cluster
shows significant species differences in imprinted gene regulation; of the 14 genes in this cluster, six are ubiquitously
imprinted in mouse and humans, whereas the other eight are
imprinted only in mouse placenta (Frost et al. 2010). Paternal
KCNQ1OT1 expression inhibits the paternal copy of the
346

growth-regulating gene CDKN1C, which results in maternalspecific expression beyond the immediate area of KCNQ1
(Figure 1A) (Koerner et al. 2009). Mouse studies have shown
that Dnmt1 deletion results in expression of the normally silenced maternal Kcnq1ot1 allele and subsequent silencing of
all 14 imprinted genes on the maternal allele (Green et al.
2007). Conversely, deletions of paternal Kcnq1ot1 abolish imprint regulation of the six ubiquitously imprinted genes but
not the genes with placental-specific imprinting (Mohammad
et al. 2010). The similar effects of deletion of either Dnmt1 or
Kcnq1ot1 on methylation and monoalleleic expression of the
same genes was explained by determination that the key regulatory region of Kcnq1ot1 is a silencing domain that recruits
Dnmt1 to somatic DMRs (Mohammad et al. 2010). Because
human CDKN1C does not have a somatic DMR comparable
with mouse Cdkn1c, how KCNQ1OT1 functions in the silencing mechanism for CDKN1C is unknown. Therefore, if the
human KCNQ1OT1 transcript also functions by recruitment
of DNMT1, as in the mouse system, any somatic methylation
has yet to be determined.

Regulation by Other Imprinted Genes
The imprinted gene ZAC is also involved in regulating the
CDKN1C cluster by acting directly on KCNQ1OT1. Paternally expressed ZAC encodes a transcription factor that
ILAR Journal
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Figure 2 Interactions of DNA methylation and histone modifications. (A) Closed chromatin has CpG methylation (star) generated by DNA
methyltransferase (DNMT) and histone methylation at H3K9, H4K20, and H2A/H4R3, with recruitment of histone deacetylase (HDAC) and
methyltransferase (HMT) by methylated CpG by means of MeCP2. Transcription factors (TFs) are inhibited from binding, and gene expression is silenced. (B) Open, unmethylated chromatin does not recruit HDAC and HMT, and H4K3 methylation blocks DNMT binding. TFs
bind unmethylated chromatin, recruiting histone acetyltransferase (HAT), which promotes transcriptional activation.

Regulation by Chromatin Conformation
A second method for regulating monoallelic gene expression
uses methylation to alter a “handle” used to create longdistance DNA interactions that bring promoters and enhancers
together. The reciprocally imprinted IGF2–H19 transcript
pair (Figure 1C) is a well-defined example of this system and
is controlled by paternal gametic methylation, unlike the previous examples. IGF2 is expressed from the paternal allele,
whereas the ncRNA H19 is expressed from the maternal allele; however, the silencing mechanism is different from the
opposite parental allelic transcription of Igf2r and Air. A primary difference was seen in mouse studies, which showed
that transcription of the noncoding H19 does not have a role
in repression of Igf2 (Schmidt et al. 1999).
A paternally methylated ICR is 2 kb upstream of the
noncoding transcript H19, amid a series of six binding sites
for the transcription factor CTCF. This ICR acts as a regulator
of both H19 and IGF2 but through independent mechanisms.
One mechanism has gametic ICR methylation that leads to
paternal somatic methylation in the H19 promoter, which
silences H19, and silencing is maintained even after deletion
of the ICR in somatic cells (Srivastava et al. 2000). Only
recently, a novel coding gene, HOTS, which overlaps H19
in an antisense orientation, has been identified (Onyango
and Feinberg 2011). HOTS is monoallelically expressed
from the maternal allele, like H19 (Figure 1C), and
observed loss of imprinting of IGF2 is associated with loss
of expression for both H19 and HOTS, indicating that
HOTS is regulated by the same mechanisms as H19 (Onyango and Feinberg 2011). The fact that HOTS is a coding
Volume 53, Number 3/4
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gene with apparent tumor suppressor activity (Onyango
and Feinberg 2011), whereas H19 is a noncoding transcript,
suggests that HOTS is the true tumor suppressor of the H19
locus (Yoshimizu et al. 2008). It can then be hypothesized
that it is the HOTS transcript that is the true target of the
regulatory imprintome marks and thus the feature behind
evolution of imprintome features and monoallelic expression
of the locus.
IGF2 expression is controlled by a second mechanism
involving ICR methylation, which blocks CTCF binding so
that only the unmethylated maternal ICR is accessible.
CTCF binding of the maternal allele acts as an insulator,
separating IGF2 from a downstream enhancer (Figure 1C)
(Bell and Felsenfeld 2000; Hark et al. 2000; Szabo et al.
2000). Insulation by CTCF binding also requires colocalization of cohesin, which mediates sister chromatid cohesion
but also has roles in gene regulation in organisms from yeast
to human (Dorsett 2011). The requirement for cohesin indicates that the insulation is not a linear DNA roadblock, but
rather is due to altered higher-order chromatin structure
mediated by CTCF binding (Nativio et al. 2009; Wallace and
Felsenfeld 2007).
Examination of the role of CTCF and cohesin in chromatin structure and looping at the human IGF2–H19 locus has
identified allelic differences in CTCF–cohesin interactions
with chromatin and, subsequently, allele-specific chromatin
looping (Nativio et al. 2009). There are three biallelic
CTCF–cohesin complexes across this region that interact on
both alleles, and allele-specific interaction of CTCF–cohesin
bound to the maternal allele is proposed to control interaction of IGF2 and the enhancer. The enhancer and IGF2 promoter are in contact on only one allele, presumed to be the
methylated paternal allele that expresses IGF2. Conversely,
interaction between the ICR and a CTCF–cohesin binding
site downstream of H19 also occurs in only one allele, presumably maternal (Figure 1C). A proposed model is that
multiple CTCF–cohesin complexes come together in a chromatin “hub” and that maternal allele ICR–H19 binding creates a specific loop that separates IGF2 from the enhancer
(Nativio et al. 2009).
Taken together, these findings describe a complex system in which DNA methylation is responsible for repression of paternal H19 (and presumably HOTS), most likely
through closed chromatin structure. At the same time,
paternal IGF2 expression requires interaction between the
promoter and a remote enhancer. This interaction is preserved by gametic DNA methylation that blocks CTCF–
cohesin binding and formation of an alternate chromatin
loop. Therefore, one parentally established DMR is the initiator of a system that ultimately controls reciprocal imprinted expression of multiple transcripts by two mechanisms.
One mechanism uses promoter repression; the other uses
methylation-mediated chromatin conformation. Once established, neither system appears to affect regulation of the
other’s target.
Complex hybrid mechanistic imprinting systems may also
function in regulation of the CDKN1C cluster and explain
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binds the unmethylated (paternal) KCNQ1OT1 promoter,
activating expression and subsequently downregulating
CDKN1C (Arima et al. 2005). Therefore, there is a pathway
regulating genes in this imprinted cluster that uses these two
paternally expressed transcripts, with one enhancing the
other.
Neuronatin (NNAT) is similarly imprinted in both mouse
and human with maternally established methylation and paternal expression (Evans et al. 2001). NNAT is contained
within the sole intron of the tumor supressor gene BLCAP, in
an antisense orientiation (Figure 1B), and its expression
seems to regulate monoallelic expression of BLCAP. BLCAP
is usually biallelically expressed and is only known to be
monoallelically expressed in the brain, possibly because of
the very high level of NNAT transcription in the brain (Schulz
et al. 2009). BLCAP has two transcription start sites, one
each upstream and downstream of NNAT. Paternally expressed NNAT transcribes through the downstream start site
and promoter of BLCAP, presumably silencing it by transcriptional interference (Shearwin et al. 2005). Consequently, when BLCAP is imprinted, there are actually two
imprinted transcripts, one expressed maternally from the
downstream promoter, and the other expressed paternally
from the upstream promoter (Schulz et al. 2009).

Regulation by Intragenic Methylation
The tumor suppressor gene RB1 was only recently found to
be imprinted. Imprinting at this locus is regulated by a differentially methylated CpG island in intron 2 that does not
exist in the nonimprinted mouse homologue (Kanber et al.
2009). Also, unlike clustered imprinted gene regulation, RB1
imprinted expression appears to be entirely dependent on this
DMR, with no ncRNA involvement. The CpG island is derived from a retrotransposed pseudogene and exists in both
primates and New World monkeys but not in mice or rats
(Buiting et al. 2010), which means RB1 imprinting is a much
more recent event than imprinting of the previously described
genes. This CpG island has created an alternate RB1 promoter that is silent when methylated on the maternal allele. It
is hypothesized that transcriptional interference (Shearwin
et al. 2005), as mentioned with NNAT and BLCAP regulation,
is involved, with transcription from the intronic promoter
blocking usage of the full-length promoter (Figure 1B).

Transposed Imprinted Genes
Finally, a study of imprinted retrotransposed genes that exist
in both human and mouse shows yet another pattern of
regulation, that of the isolated imprinted gene. A number of
imprinted retrogenes that have transposed into biallelically
348

expressed genes have DMRs, and imprint regulation does
not extend beyond the retrogene (Monk et al. 2011). Histone
analysis of two such human genes, NAPIL5 and MCTS2,
found allele specificity of the activating mark H3K4me2 in
both the human and mouse orthologues, but the mouse chromatin marks are bivalent, with repressive histone marks that
the human genes lack (Monk et al. 2011). The human DMRs
are significantly shorter than the mouse DMRs and have lost
approximately half of the CpG sites. This comparison is in
contrast with other human imprinted genes, which usually
have longer DMRs than the mouse counterparts. It is suggested that these shorter human DMRs are not recognized
for the recruitment of histone-modifying enzymes, thus the
lack of repressive marks. Nevertheless, this has no effect on
maintenance of DNA methylation, so although imprinting
has been preserved, the imprintome marks have diverged
across species.

Identiﬁcation of the Human Imprintome
A literature search identified 22 DMRs associated with
known human imprinted genes (Table 1); this represents
fewer than half of the genes identified experimentally
as being imprinted. Identification of most of these DMRs
was by screening known imprinted genes for differential
methylation by dye-terminator sequencing after bisulfite
conversion (Tremblay et al. 1997). Sequencing by this
method is capable of qualitatively identifying stretches
of CpGs with intermediate methylation in genomic
DNA. Confirmation of these regions is usually by sequencing |of clones to definitively identify parental allele-specific
stretches of hyper- and hypomethylation (Tremblay et al.
1997).
Newer methods, including pyrosequencing and mass
spectrometry–based methylation analysis using a Sequenom MassArray system (Sequenom, San Diego, CA) are
capable of quantitative methylation analysis. We have
used this method to confirm the differential methylation
status of the reported DMRs and to define the range of
differential methylation (Table 1). For the chromosomal
regions listed, all or nearly all of the contained CpG sites
are 35–65% methylated in multiple cell types. Unfortunately, this method is unable to determine contiguous allele-specifc methylation, so cloning is still necessary to
definitively identify an imprint regulatory DMR.

Next-Generation Sequencing of Methylation
The latest methods for high-throughput, parallel, nextgeneration sequencing (NGS1) are allele specific, generate
discrete sequences from single DNA strands, and are also quantitative. Applications for targeted sequencing of methylated
regions include sequencing of methylated DNA captured by
either immunoprecipitation with 5mC specific antibodies
(MeDIP-seq) (Down et al. 2008) or affinity purification by
the MDB domain of MeCP2 (MethylCap-seq) (Brinkman
ILAR Journal
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imprint regulation in the absence of a somatic DMR at
the CDKN1C promoter in human. Silencer sequences have
been found in both the kvDMR at the KCNQ1OT1 promoter
and in CDKN1C, and CTCF binding has been detected for
these sites (Du et al. 2003). This raises the possibility that
CDKN1C cluster regulation also includes both ncRNAmediated somatic imprintome marking and allele-specific
chromatin conformation.
Human chromosome 14q32.2 contains an imprinting
cluster with some similarities to IGF2–H19 because both
imprinted domains contain paternally expressed genes
(DLK1 and RTL1, and IGF2, respectively) and maternally
expressed genes (MEG3 and MEG8, and H19, respectively).
There are multiple maternally expressed small nucleolar
RNAs and microRNAs in the 14q32.2 cluster. Two known
DMRs reside in this cluster: IG-DMR, an intergenic DMR of
gametic origin, and the somatic MEG3-DMR. IG-DMR
methylation determines the MEG3-DMR methylation state,
which appears responsible for parent-of-origin–specific expression of multiple genes in this cluster (Kagami et al.
2010). How MEG3-DMR methylation controls imprinting is
not as well understood as for other regions, but CTCF and
cohesin are involved (Kernohan et al. 2010). Methylationdependent interactions of CTCF with the mouse equivalent
of the MEG3-DMR have been identified, with CTCF binding preferentially to the unmethylated allele, similar to the
IGF2-H19 locus (Lin et al. 2011). Thus, chromatin conformation may be involved in imprinting regulation of this gene
cluster as it is for IGF2-H19.

Table 1 Differentially methylated regions associated with monoallelically expressed genes
Chromosome position
(GRCh37/hg19) a

Associated
transcriptsb

Relative
locationc

Imprinted
expressiond

CpG sitese

(C+G)
Percentagef

Chr 1: 68515817–68516103
Chr 2: 113542030–113542480

DIRAS3
IL1A

Intronic
Promoter/5’ UTR

Paternal
Random

12
12

51
39

Chr 4: 89618763–89619157

NAP1L5

Promoter/5’UTR

Paternal

33

67

Intronic

NI

FAM50B

Promoter/5’ UTR

Paternal

22

63

Chr 6: 144328475–144328860

PLAGL1(ZAC)

Intronic

Paternal

7

41

HYMAI (NC)

Exonic

Paternal

Chr 7: 50850692–50851082

GRB10

Intronic

ID

21

59

Chr 7: 94285870–94286036

PEG10

5’ UTR/Intronic

Paternal

11

52

Chr 7: 94287501–94287914

PEG10

Intronic

Paternal

16

70

Chr 7: 130130673–130131038

MEST

Intronic

Paternal

27

59

MESTIT1 (NC)

Promoter

Paternal
5

66

10

61

26

69

Chr 11: 2130137–2130363
Chr 11: 2169125–2169528

H19 (NC)

Intergenic

Maternal

IGF2

Intergenic

Paternal

IGF2

Intronic

Paternal

IGF2AS (NC)

3’ end

Paternal

KCNQ1

Intronic

Maternal

KCNQ1OT (NC)

Promoter/5’ UTR

Paternal

Chr 13: 48892908–48893099

RB1

Intronic

Maternal

12

62

Chr 14: 101290947–101291305

MEG3

Maternal

20

56

Chr 14: 101293972–101294365

MEG3

Maternal

30

64

Chr 15: 23892511–23892732

MAGEL2

Upstream
(IG-DMR)
Intronic
(MEG3-DMR)
Exonic

Paternal

14

73

Chr 15: 23931598–23931886

NDN

Exonic

Paternal

21

63

Chr 15: 25068425–25068851

SNRPN (NC)

Promoter

Paternal

11

50

Chr 19: 57350740–57351026

ZIM2

Intronic

Paternal

12

60

PEG3

Intronic

Paternal
27

59

Chr 11: 2721189–2721438

Chr 20: 36149266–36149712

NNAT

Promoter

Paternal

BLCAP

Intronic

ID

Chr 20: 42142533–42142795

L3MBTL

Paternal

20

71

Chr 20: 57415738–57416047

GNAS

Exon–intron
boundary
Exon/3’ UTR

ID

18

61
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HERC3
Chr 6: 3849575–3849868

Base positions are according to Genome Reference Consortium build 37 (UCSC version hg19). Chr, chromosome; DMR, differentially
methylated region; ID, isoform-dependent monoalleic expression; NC, noncoding transcript; NI, not imprinted.
aBase positions.
bProximal genes/transcripts.
cRelative position to proximal genes.
dParental allele monoallelically expressed.
eNumber of CpG sites.
fPercentage of the region comprised of cytosine and guanine.

et al. 2010). Similar methods could also be used to map
5hmC with the appropriate antibodies. These methods provide
powerful whole-genome coverage, but the length of each seVolume 53, Number 3/4
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quence read is much shorter than other methods, reducing
the number of consecutive CpG sites analyzed. Another limitation is that capture efficiency depends on CpG density, so
349

Array Detection of Methylation
Until NGS whole-genome methylation sequencing is validated and standardized, the most cost-effective method for
comparative methylation analysis with complete genomic
coverage is MeDIP chromatin immunoprecipitation, using
affinity pulldowns as described previously, but with analysis
on whole genome tiling arrays. Methylated DNA collected
by MeDIP is quantitated by hybridization to genome arrays,
providing relative methylation levels for screening purposes.
Imprintome DMRs are consistent across tissues, time, and
individuals, so false positives can be reduced by using diverse samples to eliminate variability. Although the completeness of genome-wide detection by NGS depends on the
depth and redundancy of sequencing, the entire genome is
interrogated equally when arrays are scanned. The resolution of this method is limited to array probe length, but more
significant is the already-described challenge of distinguishing DMRs, with their typically low CpG density, from nonimprintome methylation. This requires multiple samples to
provide sufficient power to distinguish between hypermethylation and differential methylation. Also, although the same
issues of low capture efficiency that affect NGS detection
sensitivity apply, with extreme read depth required to give a
desirable probability of coverage, array hybridization will
interrogate the entire genome.
To eliminate variability from nonimprintome methylation, methylation mapping of gametic cells may be the most
350

informative because this approach detects only the original
parentally established marks. A major drawback of this approach is that, although sperm DNA is plentiful, human
oocyte DNA is difficult to obtain in sufficient quantity for
this type of assay. Analysis of sperm DNA alone has two
limitations. First, it contains DNA methylation other than
the DMR-establishing marks. Second, the majority of known
DMRs are established by maternal methylation, so sperm
analysis would likely miss most novel DMRs. The ideal
screen would use oocyte DNA to subtract common methylation and thereby identify paternal- and maternal-specific
DNA methylation marks.
A successful approach has been used that sidesteps the
oocyte DNA limitations by using tissues of uniparental
origin—paternally derived hydatidiform moles and maternally
derived mature cystic ovarian teratomas (Choufani et al.
2011). This approach found novel DMRs associated with
known imprinted genes and led to the validation of AXL, for
which paternal-specific methylation was found, as a novel
maternally expressed imprinted gene.

Detection of Histone Modiﬁcations
Genome-wide interrogation of DNA methylation is a more
straightforward process than the determination of histone
modification status. Nevertheless, whole genome arrays and
NGS have the potential to screen for chromatin structure or
histone modifications indicative of imprinting. Chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with antibodies specific to histone modifications, followed by either microarray analysis
(ChIP-chip) or sequencing (ChIP-seq), can identify differentially marked regions comparably with the methylation
screens described. Using such a screen, DMR imprint regulatory elements that contain overlapping active and repressive histone marks were found (Dindot et al. 2009). Another
investigation showed that many zinc finger genes also contain contradictory activating and repressing histone modifications in 3’ exons, although these genes are biallelically
expressed (Blahnik et al. 2011). With the validity of the technique established for detecting such overlapping marks,
further work will determine what ICRs and DMRs may be
ascertained and how these marks in biallelically expressed
genes might be related to imprint regulation.

Informatic Approaches
Informatic approaches have also proven useful in the ascertainment of imprinted genes and imprintome elements. The
list of potential imprinted human genes from the previously
mentioned prediction study (Luedi et al. 2007) has resulted in
the confirmation of several novel imprinted genes (KCNK9,
DLGAP, and FAM50B) and a DMR for FAM50B linked to
monoallelic expression (Zhang et al. 2011). Continuation of
this approach using the convergence of informatic predictions, methylation analysis, and histone modification studies
ILAR Journal
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regions with higher CpG content are overrepresented. Thus,
imprintome elements with low CpG content will not be as
effectively captured and sequenced and may be missed without great depth of sequencing.
Direct whole-genome sequencing on bisulfite-converted
DNA by NGS is also possible and would avoid any pulldown
biases but trade one drawback for another. With the bisulfite
conversion of all cytosines not in CpG pairs, and many that
are, there are only three bases in most sequence outputs. The
resulting sequences are ambiguous for genome alignment,
particularly with the short reads of NGS, making analysis of
de novo sequencing results challenging. Finally, bisulfite
conversion and sequencing can not distinguish between
5hmC and 5mC, a difference that may be highly significant
for regulation.
The very latest methods, such as Pacific Biosciences
SMRT sequencing, sequence single molecules in real time;
nanopore sequencing, which is still in the experimental
stages, also has the same potential. Of greatest significance,
these methods have the potential to directly identify methylated, and possibly also hydroxymethylated, bases in singlestrand sequencing without bisulfite conversion by variation
in DNA polymerase kinetics (Flusberg et al. 2010) or altered
electrical current across a nanopore (Wallace et al. 2010).
These high-throughput methods hold the promise of unambiguous and unbiased sequencing capable of identifying differential methylation.

could have a great deal of power to specifically identify imprintome elements.

Imprintome Dysregulation in Diseases and
Neurologic Disorders

The Imprintome in Growth and
Developmental Disorders
The necessity of tight expression control over the growthpromoting gene Igf2 and the growth-restricting gene Igf2r is
demonstrated by deletions of these genes in the mouse.
When the expressed paternal allele of Igf2 is deleted, the resulting mice are viable and fertile but are significantly smaller,
with body weight approximately 60% that of wild-type mice
(DeChiara et al. 1991). Deletion of the expressed maternal
allele of Igf2r causes fetal overgrowth and perinatal lethality.
The affected offspring are approximately 30% larger than
Volume 53, Number 3/4
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The most important reason for mapping and understanding
the human imprintome is to improve human health. Because
a monoallelically expressed imprinted gene is functionally
haploid, loss or alteration of the expressed allele is essentially a dominant effect. In particular, early studies identified
parent-of-origin–specific deletions associated with PraderWilli syndrome (PWS1) and Angelman syndrome (AS1)
(Knoll et al. 1989; Niikawa and Ishikiriyama 1985), and
these deletions were determined to affect imprinted genes
(Buiting 2010). Also, uniparental disomy (UPD1) was subsequently found affecting the same regions in some patients
(Yamazawa et al. 2010), effectively duplicating the effect of
a parental-specific deletion.
The fraction of known and predicted imprinted genes involved in growth and development results in many of these
genes also being involved in mental and physical developmental disorders. Additionally, one implication of the conflict hypothesis is that different brain regions are maternally
or paternally influenced in development, with particular implications for autism and schizophrenia (Crespi and Badcock
2008). The significance of epigenetic dysregulation of imprinted genes in cancer is well established, with new data
rapidly accumulating. Cancers may result from epigenetic
variance in the gametes, as for developmental disorders, but
the environmentally labile nature of the epigenome and imprintome also provides a mechanism for exposure-mediated
carcinogenesis in somatic cells. Because of the stability of
cytosine methylation and the relative ease of its determination, even a subset of the complete human imprintome, as
provided in Table 1, could be a valuable useful research tool
for defining those imprinted genes that are epigenetically
dysregulated in diseases and by environmental exposures.
The final section of this review will discuss known imprinted
gene–related disorders and imprintome aberrations involved
in the etiology of diseases and neurologic disorders.

wild-type siblings, with kinked tails, polydactyly, and overgrowth of internal organs (Lau et al. 1994; Wylie et al. 2003).
Such studies cannot be done in humans, but a number of
human diseases have been connected to similar dysregulation of imprinted genes. Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome
(BWS1) is characterized by fetal overgrowth and childhood
tumors, showing similarities to the overgrowth of mice expressing both copies of Igf2 due to H19 deletion (Leighton
et al. 1995). A number of chromosomal rearrangements and
abnormalities in imprinted domains on 11p15.5, including
UPD (Yamazawa et al. 2010), can cause BWS (Choufani
et al. 2010). However, early studies of IGF2 imprinting in
human disease also found hypermethylation of the H19 ICR
in association with bialleleic expression of IGF2. This effect
was observed in some BWS cases (Reik et al. 1995) and
other overgrowth situations (Morison et al. 1996), as well as
Wilms’ tumor of the kidney (Moulton et al. 1994; Steenman
et al. 1994), but without any related genetic mutations. Further studies have identified mutations that affect ICR methylation in cis (Weksberg et al. 2010), but in most cases, there
are no apparent genetic correlations to hypomethylation, indicating an epigenetic cause.
Epigenetic alterations to the imprintome in BWS are
even more common in the neighboring imprinted domain
containing CDKN1C and KCNQ1. Approximately 50% of
BWS patients have loss of methylation at KvDMR and associated expression of the normally silenced KCNQ1OT1
antisense transcript. This abnormal methylation and expression has been associated with silencing of CDKN1C (Cerrato
et al. 2005), which also correlates with loss of imprinting of
IGF2 (Engel et al. 2000) and potentially alters expression of
other imprinted genes in this region.
Silver-Russell syndrome (SRS) has phenotypes and apparent causes reciprocal to BWS. The primary characteristic
of SRS is pre- and postnatal growth restriction, and approximately 44% of cases have hypomethylation of the H19 ICR,
resulting in repression of both IGF2 alleles (Eggermann
et al. 2010). Additionally, approximately 7% of SRS patients
with H19 hypomethylation also have hypomethylated DMRs
of other imprinted loci, but the nearby KvDMR shows no
significant methylation changes (Penaherrera et al. 2010).
These observations of aberrant methylation in SRS correlate
to chromosome 7 maternal uniparental disomy, which is
seen in 5% of SRS cases (Abu-Amero et al. 2010), has no
associated altered methylation at H19 on the maternal chromosome, and results in a similar developmental phenotype
as altered methylation (Wakeling et al. 2010).
Examination of the histones and chromatin at the IGF2–
H19 locus in BWS and SRS show correspondence between
DMR status and elements of the imprintome and regulatory
system. Gain of methylation at the ICR in BWS subjects corresponds to histone modification changes that essentially
convert the ICR signature of the silenced maternal allele to
that of the expressed paternal allele. Likewise, the loss of
methylation in SRS converts the paternal imprintome marks
to that of the silenced maternal allele. Finally, examination
of CTCF–cohesin binding in BWS and SRS found that

The Imprintome and Cancer
Abnormal gene expression is known to be central to cancer
origin and progression, and the central roles of imprinted
genes in growth and regulation, combined with the importance of tight transcriptional control over imprinting, make
this class of genes highly relevant to cancer. Imprintome
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dysregulation of IGF2 associated with Wilms’ tumors has
already been mentioned, and at least 24 other known imprinted human genes show altered expression or methylation
in tumors (Table 2) (Hubertus et al. 2011; Monk 2010). Significantly, multiple imprinted genes have tumor-suppressive
functions, such as ZAC/PLAGL1, BLCAP, RB1, and TP73.
Probably most relevant to studying the imprintome in cancer
is altered DMR methylation and loss of imprinting in multiple
cancer types for 12 imprinted domains that involve nearly half
of the 60 known human imprinted genes (Monk 2010).
IGF2 is the imprinted gene with the most extensively
documented cancer involvement, with loss of imprinting observed in most cancer types examined (Monk 2010) as well
as loss of long-distance CTCF–cohesin-mediated interactions (Vu et al. 2010). H19 was believed to have tumor supressor activity based on observations when H19 expression
was lost (Yoshimizu et al. 2008), but it now appears that the
true tumor suppressor is the H19 antisense gene HOTS

Table 2 Imprinted genes altered in tumors
Gene

Tumor type

CDKN1C

Breast, acute myeloid leukemia,
prostate, adrenocortical carcinoma
Prostate
Liver, kidney, Wilms’a, neuroblastoma
Lung
Pituitary adenomab
Breast
Leukemia, Wilms’a
Wilms’a
Wilms’
Adenomas
Pituitary, Wilms’a
Lung, breast, Wilms’a
Leukemia
Wilms’a, multiple types
Liver, breast, prostate, leukemia
Ovarian, glioma
Tumor suppressor, multiple types
Tumor suppressor, multiple types
Wilms’a
Leukemia
Breast, liver, Wilms’
Breast, testicular
Tumor suppressor
Wilms’b, multiple types

CPA4
DLK1
DLX5
GNAS
GRB10
H19
IGF2
KCNQ1
L3MBTL
MEG3
MEST
MKRN3
NNAT
PEG10
PEG3
ZAC/PLAGL1
RB1
RTL1
SGCE
SLC22A18
SNURF
TP73
WT1

All genes other than those specifically noted are reported as tumor
suppressors and/or show altered expression or epigenetic markings
in the tumor types listed, according to multiple reports.
aGenes with altered expression in a screen of Wilms’ tumors
(Hubertus et al. 2011).
bGenes with mutations implicated in the tumor type named,
obtained from the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute Cancer Genome
Project website, http://www.sanger.ac.uk/genetics/CGP (accessed
November 6, 2012).
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methylation and histone modification changes led to altered
chromatin conformation as well, apparently altering chromatin structure and consequent expression to that of the
other parental allele (Nativio et al. 2011).
PWS and AS merit mention because they are also developmental disorders resulting from inappropriate expression
of imprinted genes (Buiting 2010). Both syndromes are
linked to the same region of chromosome 15 (15q11–q13),
which contains both paternally and maternally expressed
genes. Loss of expression by deletion, UPD, or other chromosomal rearrangements results in PWS when it is the paternally expressed genes (including MKRN3, MAGEL2,
NDN, SNRPN, and multiple small nucleolar RNAs) that are
lost, with deficiency of SNORD116 small nucleolar RNAs
giving PWD or PWS-like phenotypes (Sahoo et al. 2008).
AS results when the maternally expressed genes are lost,
with loss of UBE3A having been observed as sufficient for
the AS phenotype (Kishino et al. 1997). However, imprintome defects are rarely involved in these conditions because
nearly all cases (approximately 99%) of PWS are due to deletion or UPD, and approximately 80% of AS cases are due
to deletion, UPD, or UBE3A mutations, with only 3–5% of
AS cases known to involve imprinting defects (Horsthemke
and Wagstaff 2008).
Deletion analyses have identified an imprinting center
near SNRPN (PWS/AS-IC) with separate PWS and AS critical
regions that control parent-of-origin–specific expression of
PWS- and AS-related genes (Buiting et al. 1995; Horsthemke
and Wagstaff 2008). There are apparent epigenetic defects
that involve this imprinting center because abnormal methylation, but no detectable deletions, has been seen in a number
of individuals with overlapping AS and PWS phenotypes
(Gillessen-Kaesbach et al. 1999). Perhaps the most intriguing
epigenetic effect is seen in patients with hypomethylation of
multiple imprinted loci (HIL), which has been observed in
subsets of patients with transient neonatal diabetes mellitus
(Mackay et al. 2008), BWS (Bliek et al. 2009), and SRS-like
growth restriction (Turner et al. 2010). It may be that HIL
cases are more common than suspected and may be present in a
significant proportion of patients, particularly those with disorders that are difficult to classify or that have overlapping
phenotypes. In one individual with phenotypes of both
PWS and BWS, hypomethylation was observed at both the
AS/PWS and BWS loci, as well as at H19, PEG3, NESPAS,
and GNAS (Baple et al. 2011). The new methods of methylation analysis can determine the true frequency of HIL in
patients with developmental disorders and determine the full
scope of imprintome defects in these syndromes.

These studies often focus on copy number variants in 15q11–
15q13, the PWS critical region, known to contain an imprinted gene cluster. Screens for de novo copy number
mutations in autism and schizophrenia probands have also
led to 15q11–15q13, identifying associated copy number
variants in this region (Sanders et al. 2011; Stefansson et al.
2008). Copy number alteration of imprinted genes is considered a strong contributing factor for these conditions because
of the importance of expression control for imprinted genes.
Because these studies detect only genomic alterations, no
imprintome alterations are yet known, but effective changes
in copy number due to epigenetic alterations could have a
similar effect. Definition of the imprintome and development of cost-effective technologies for screening in large
numbers of affected and unaffected individuals will determine the scope of involvement for these genes and their epigenetic regulation in psychiatric disorders.
Studies into the role of dysregulation of imprinted genes
in psychiatric diseases have built in limitations in that brainspecific expression profiles can not be measured in living
individuals. This means the relevant correlations can not be
made between disease state and abnormal expression in
brain tissue. However, given the consistency of parentally
established epigenetic marks, inherited epigenetic abnormalities should be detectable in peripheral tissues that are
amenable to analysis. Likewise, inherited or de novo genetic
mutations affecting imprinted genes, particularly copy number variants, as previously mentioned, will also be detectable. Therefore, even in the absence of expression data,
screening affected individuals for these types of disruptions
should prove highly informative for determining the role of
imprinted genes and the imprintome in pyschiatric diseases.

The Imprintome and Psychiatric Disorders
Master Imprintome Regulators and Disease
The theory of parental conflict in the evolution of imprinted
genes has implications for brain development and psychiatric disease; this subject is comprehensively covered in other
reviews (Badcock and Crespi 2008; Crespi 2008; Goos and
Ragsdale 2008). Connections have been found linking increased relative effects of maternally expressed genes in
psychotic spectrum conditions, such as schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder, depression, PWS, and Klinefelter syndrome. Conversely, autism spectrum conditions, including
autism, Asperger syndrome, Rett syndrome, Turner syndrome, AS, and BWS, often show increased effects from paternally expressed genes. These disease effects parallel the
parental-specific effects of imprinted genes on development
in that psychotic spectrum conditions are associated with undergrowth in brain development, whereas autism spectrum
conditions can involve brain and body overgrowth (Crespi
and Badcock 2008).
Most telling are multiple recent studies on parent-oforigin effects, and the connection between imprinted genes and
rare copy number variants observed in autism and schizophrenia
(Depienne et al. 2009; Fradin et al. 2010; Guffanti et al.
2011; Hogart et al. 2009; Ingason et al. 2011; Kato et al. 2008).
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Finally, special notice must be given to recent determinations regarding imprinted “master regulator” genes. Given
the number of genes and processes affected by these regulators, changes in their expression could have drastic and
far-reaching effects. The imprinted transcription factor
ZAC deserves special attention because it functions as a
central regulator of other imprinted genes, giving it a wide
influence over development and health. Mouse studies
have identified a network of imprinted genes that shows
interactions between and coregulation of Zac1, Igf2–H19,
Cdkn1c, Rtl1, Gnas, and Dlk1 (Gabory et al. 2009; Varrault
et al. 2006), and Zac1 directly regulates Igf2–H19 by binding a shared enhancer (Varrault et al. 2006). Through its
already described interactions with KCNQ1OT1, ZAC may
contribute to BWS, and it is a strong candidate for transient neonatal diabetes mellitus, probably through loss of
imprinting and bialleleic expression (Mackay et al. 2002;
Varrault et al. 2001). ZAC is also a tumor supressor gene,
with loss of expression associated with carcinogenesis in
basal and squamous cell carcinomas, pituitary adenomas,
and breast cancer (Basyuk et al. 2005; Bilanges et al. 1999;
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(Onyango and Feinberg 2011). Because H19 and HOTS
show matching monoalleleic expression patterns, the observed
loss of H19 expression presumably included loss of HOTS as
well. This loss of expression of a tumor suppressor in combination with loss of IGF2 imprinting, and therefore overexpression, that typically occurs when H19 is repressed may be
why this imprinted pair is at the center of so many cancer
types.
By the same mechanisms as in developmental disorders,
CDKN1C also has a role in cancer and has regulatory function in multiple hallmarks of cancer, including apoptosis and
metastasis (Kavanagh and Joseph 2011), and hypomethylation of KvDMR and subsequent silencing of CDKN1C
frequently occur in sporadic cancers (Monk 2010).
As discussed in the review by Monk (2010), there may
be multiple mechanisms responsible for DMR alterations
connected to loss of imprinting in the genesis of cancer.
Driver mutations destabilizing methylation establishment
and maintenance, microsatellite instability, and CpG island
methylator phenotypes could be responsible (Hinoue et al.
2009; Kane et al. 1997; Kim et al. 2003; Ogino et al. 2006).
Current unanswered questions include whether tumor suppressor genes are prone to epimutations, thus disrupting
entire pathways, and whether epimutations are mutally
exclusive—that is, do multiple hits in a pathway provide any
advantage to tumor growth in comparison to single hits?
Also, referring back to the two-way interaction between
DNA methylation and histone modifications, knowing which
imprintome element is the target of primary epimutations in
carcinogenesis may help guide diagnostic, therapeutic, and
perhaps even preventative strategies.

Summary
Theodosius Dobzhansky’s (1973) elegant paper entitled
“Nothing in Biology Makes Sense except in the Light of
Evolution” introduced a concept that is now generally accepted.
It might not be too audacious to likewise now state that nothing
in human development and disease makes sense except in the
light of the imprintome because it plays such a fundamental role
in normal fetal growth and development. Moreover, there is
now compelling information indicating that cancer and psychiatric disorders, previously considered to be complex
genetic diseases, arise in part because of the epigenetic deregulation of imprinted gene expression. Consequently, it is
critically important to identify the complete repertoire of
regulatory elements that comprise the human imprintome.
Presently, the most promising experimental approach for accomplishing this task is genome-wide comparative mapping
of parent-of-origin–dependent differential methylation and
corresponding histone modifications in human gametes and
primary somatic cells. Given the significant variation in imprintomes among species, it is also essential that this comprehensive epigenetic analysis be performed in humans. Without a
proper human imprintome map, the ability to optimally diagnose, prevent, and treat human diseases will remain elusive.
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